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Downloading Isabelle
• Follow the instruction from Isabelle site. Isabelle 

requires Linux, or, under Windows, a Linux 
emulator, like Cygwin.

• If you have Windows, the fastest way of getting 
started is dowloading the file ``IsaMorph’’
(IsaMorph_0.2.1.iso).

• Uncompress IsaMorph and save it on a CD. 
Rebooting your computer with this CD, you get a 
emulator of Linux and Isabelle. In order to save 
changes you need a read&write CD, or some 
external memory like an USB key, or a partition 
of your Hard Disk having some area for Linux.
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1. Motivating formal metods: the 
Hotel Key Cards system

• 1.1 The Hotel Key Cards System

• 1.2 Goals of Formal Systems

• 1.3 Isabelle, a generic tool for formal 
verification.
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1.1 The Hotel Key Cards system

(From D. Jackson’s book, see References)

• Most hotels operate a digital key card system. 

• Upon checkin, you receive a card with your own 
key on it (typically a pseudorandom number). 

• The lock for each room reads your card and opens 
the door if the key is correct. 
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The Hotel Key Cards system

• The reception can reset your lock to any key at 
any time, but this is time-consuming task, and it 
is usually avoided. 

• The systems is for many reasons decentralized, 
i.e. each lock is a stand-alone (typically battery-
powered) device, without connection to the 
computer at the reception, nor each other.

• So, how does the lock know that your key is 
correct? How does the lock know that your key is 
no more correct? 
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How does the lock know 
that your key is correct?

• Your card has two keys: the old key of the 
previous occupant of the room ("key1"), and your 
own new key ("key2"). 

• The lock always holds one key, its "current“ key. 

• When you enter your room for the first time, the 
lock notices that its current key is key1 on your 
card and recodes itself, i.e. it replaces its own 
current key with key2 on your card. 
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How does the lock know 
that your key is no more correct?
• When you enter the next time, the lock finds that 

its current key is equal to your key2 and opens the 
door without recoding itself. 

• Eventually, a new guest with a new key enters the 
room, recodes the lock, and you cannot enter 
anymore (even if you keep your card, pretending 
you lost it).

• Debugging such a system is delicate, and 
naturally leads to the use of formal methods.
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1.2 Goals of Formal Methods

1. To specify the behaviour of this system: what is 
its set of possible states?

2. To explain its limitations: under which 
circumstances the system can get stuck (no one 
can enter in the door) or unsafe (someone who 
is not the owner can enter in the room) ?

3. To prove that the system guarantees some 
security property like 

“only the owner of a room can be in the room’’
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Specifying the states of the system

• The state of the system can be a record or tuple 
that holds all the required information: who is 
the owner of a room, what is the current key in 
a lock, which guest has which cards, who is in a 
room, etc. 

• These informations can be specified abstractly, 
using functions, sets, lists, etc..

• We will use the minimal number of concepts 
necessary for a realistic model.
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The reachable states of the system

• The reachable states of your system can be 
specified inductively.

• For each possible event in the system, we will 
include a rule of the form: 

if s is reachable and . . . and … then s is reachable

• expressing a transition rule for the system (how 
the system evolves). 
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Possible Events
• There are many possible events we could model 

by a transition rule:
• checkin, checkout, enter normal, enter recode, 

exit room, new card, lose card, find card, forge 
card, break lock, reset lock, . . . and more!

• Our choice should include the essential aspects
and leave out the inessential ones. 

• A specification that says everything but about 
which you can prove nothing is as useless as 
one that says nothing and about which you can 
prove everything.
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Verification
• The informal definition of reachable states of 

the system is already a crucial step in 
debugging. 

• In this case, it will tell us that it is false an 
unconditional safety property like 

‘‘Only the owner of a room can be in the room.’’
• The analysis itself will suggest some 

(reasonable!) preconditions to include in order 
to make this statement true. 

Formal verification may be done on paper, or with 
the help of one of the many proof-assistant.
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1.3 Isabelle: a tool for formal 
verification of software
• This short course is focused on the proof-

assistant Isabelle.

• Isabelle is a joint project between Lawrence C. 
Paulson (University of Cambridge, UK) and 
Tobias Nipkow (Technical University of 
Munich, Germany).

• Isabelle is distributed for free (see the previous 
slide: Downloading Isabelle).
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Isabelle and Type Theory

• Isabelle is a proof-assistant merging two almost 
opposite approaches to computer proofs: Type 
Theory and Automatic Deduction.

• Using Type Theory, Isabelle can express 
mathematical formulas in the formal language 
of First Order Logic, Arithmetic, and Set 
Theory.

• Again using Type Theory, Isabelle provides 
tools for stepwise checking of proofs of these 
formulas in Higher Order Logic. 
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Isabelle and Automated Deduction
• Using Automated deduction (mainly: higher 

order unification, rewriting, tautologies and 
Linear Arithmetic), Isabelle can perform 
automatically many routine steps of a proof.

• In this way, the amount of work for a formal 
verification dramatically reduces.

• The main application of Isabelle are the 
formalization of mathematical proofs, in 
particular proofs of correctness of computer 
hardware or software, of properties of computer 
languages and protocols.
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The Library of Isabelle
• Isabelle comes with a large theory library of 

formally verified mathematics, including:
1. Elementary number theory (for example, 

Gauss's law of quadratic reciprocity)
2. Analysis (basic properties of limits, derivatives 

and integrals), algebra (up to Sylow's theorem) 
set theory (the relative consistency of the 
Axiom of Choice), Kepler Conjecture. 

3. Examples arising from research into 
formal verification, like Java Bytecode Verifier.
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A plan of the course

• In the rest of this short course, our goal is to 
introduce the smallest part of the proof-assistant 
Isabelle which is needed in order to:

1. Formalize the Hotel Key Cards system.

2. State the correctness of the system.

3. Prove the correctness of the system.
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2. An overview of Isabelle

• 2.1 Syntax

• 2.2 Types, Terms and ?-calculus.

• 2.3 Type inference and basic types

• 2.4 Theories and interface (Proof General)
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2.1. Syntax

• System architecture

• HOL (Higher order Logic)

• Formulae of Isabelle.

• Abbreviations.
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2.2. Types, Terms and ?-calculus

• Types

• Terms

• λ-terms.

• β-reductions.

• Well-typed terms.
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2.3. Type Inference and Basic types

• Type Inference

• Currying functions.

• Syntactic sugar

• Booleans

• Natural Numbers

• Lists
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2.4. Theories and interface

• Importing Theories

• Proof General

• Adding mathematical symbols: X-symbols
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Exercise. 
• We suggest, as exercice on term and types, 

MySession0.thy from course material.
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3. Recursion, induction, types and 
function in Isabelle

• 3.1. Recursion and Induction on Lists.

• 3.2. Proofs and Meta-Logic.

• 3.3 Type definition and datatypes in Isabelle.

• 3.4. Function definition in Isabelle.
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3. 1. Recursion and induction 
on lists
• Toy lists

• Structural induction

• A recursive function: append
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Exercise. 
• We suggest, as exercice on list, append and 

reverse, MySession1.thy from course material.
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3. 2. Proofs and meta-logic

• Proof Schema

• Proof methods

• Meta-logic: basic construct and notation

• Meta-Logic: the proof state.
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3. 3. Types definition and datatypes 
in Isabelle/HOL

65

• Introducing new types.

• The construct typedef

• The construct types

• The construct datatype: an example.

• The construct datatype: the general case.













3. 4. Function definition in 
Isabelle/HOL

71

• Non-termination can be harmful.

• Function definition schemas.

• Non-recursive definitions.

• Unfolding definitions.

• Primitive recursive definitions: 

the example, the general case, the case of nat, the 
case of an ``option type’’, case splitting.























Exercise. 
• We suggest, as exercice on the datatype of trees, 

MySession2.thy from course material.
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4. Proofs by simplification in 
Isabelle

• 4.1 Term rewriting and schematic variables.

• 4.2 Term rewriting in Isabelle: 

basic simplifications.

• 4.3 Extension of rewriting.
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4.1. Term rewriting and 
schematic variables 

• Defining term rewriting

• An example

• Formal definition of rewriting

• Conditional rewriting

• Schematic variables
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4.2. Term rewriting in Isabelle 

• Basic simplications

• The auto tactic

• Again about termination

• Definition unfolding
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4.3. Extension of rewriting

• Local assumptions.

• Case splitting with simpl.

• Ordered rewriting

• Preprocessing the goal.
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Exercise
• We suggest, as exercice over the simplication and 

auto tactics, MySession3-2.thy from course 
material.
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5. Formalizing the 
Hotel Key Cards system in Isabelle

• 5.1 Basic Types of the system 

• 5.2 States and reachable states.

• 5.3 Possible events of the system

• 5.4 Discussion
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5.1. Basic Types of the system
• There is a set of guests, of keys, of rooms. 
• A card is just a pair (k,k’) of keys: the old key k 

of the room and the new key k’of the room. 
• The old key is supposed to be the key in the lock 

of the room, from the previous owner. We also 
call it ``the recodable key''. 

• The new key will replace the old key the first 
time it is inserted in the lock. The lock accepts the 
new key only if the current key in the lock is 
equal to the recodable key in the card.
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Type declarations in Isabelle

• typedecl guest

• typedecl key

• types    oldkey = key

• types    newkey = key 

• typedecl room

• Types card = "oldkey*newkey" 
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5.2 A record type 
of all possible states
• The reception records:
1. who "owns" a room (if anybody);
2. what the current key is that has been issued for 

a room
3. which keys have been issued so far. 
• Each guest has a set of cards. Each room has a 

key in the lock and a (possibly empty) set of 
occupants. All these informations are packed 
together into the record ``state'‘ (next slide).
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The record type ‘‘state’’
record state =
owns :: "room  => guest option" 
currk :: "room  => key"
issued :: "key set"
cards :: "guest => card set"
roomk :: "room  => key“
isin :: "room  => guest set"
safe :: "room  => bool“
consts reach :: "state set"
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Safe rooms

• Safe is an auxiliary variable (a kind of 
comment)

• A room is safe if everything is working as 
planned: 

1. nobody but the owner is inside or can enter it, 

2. any guest recoding a lock is the rightful owner, 

3. and he is recoding it with the righful key. 
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5.3 Possible events of the system
1. Initialization of the whole system (initial 

assignment initk of keys to all locks).

2. Resetting a particular lock to a new key.

3. Checking in. 

4. Entering a room for the first time. The room has an 
old key, from the previous owner, and this old key 
is in your card. You recode the lock with your new 
key. If you are the rightful owner and you are using 
the correct key, the room is assumed safe for you.
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Possible events of the system
5. Entering a room normally: the room has key the 

new key you have in your card.

6. Leaving a room/Checking out.

• We inductively define the set of reachable states as 
the smallest set closed under the previous transition 
rule.

• We formally translate the previous transition rules 
in Isabelle by introduction rules of type defined by 
induction.
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Formalizing: Initialization
inductive reach intros init:
"(∀r r'.(initk r=initk r')=(r=r'))⇒
(| owns = empty

currk = initk, 
issued = initk ` UNIV, 
cards = (λg. {}), 
roomk = initk, 
isin = (λr. {}), 
safe = (λr. False) |) : reach"
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Formalizing: Resetting a lock
reset:"[|s: reach;k∉issued s|]⇒

s(|
currk := (currk s)(r := k), 
issued := issued s ∪ {k},
owns := (owns s)(r := None), 
safe := (safe s)(r := False) 
|) : reach"
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Formalizing: Check-in
checkin :"[|s: reach;k∉issued s|]⇒
s(|
currk := (currk s)(r := k), 
issued := issued s ∪ {k},
cards := (cards s)(g:=cards s g 

∪ {(currk s r, k)}), 
owns := (owns s)(r := Some g), 
safe := (safe s)(r := False) 
|) : reach"
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Formalizing: Recoding the lock
enter_recode: "[|s:reach; (roomk s 

r, k') : cards s g |] ⇒

s(|

isin := (isin s)(r:=isin s r ∪ {g}), 
roomk:= (roomk s)(r := k'), 

safe := (safe s)(r := 

(owns s r = Some g) ∧ (k' = currk s 
r) ∧ (isin s r = {}) ∨ safe s r)         

|) : reach
113



Formalizing :
Entering a room normally

enter_normal: "[|s:reach;
(k,roomk s r) : cards s g |] ⇒

s(| isin := (isin s)(r:= 
isin s r ∪ {g}) 

|) : reach"
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Formalizing:
Leaving a room/Check-out

exit_room: "s : reach ⇒

g : isin s r ⇒

s(|
isin := (isin s)(r:= 

isin s r - {g})
|) : reach"
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5.4 Discussion
• If we try to prove the safety of the Hotel KeyCards 

system we fails. The reason, we notice, is that the 
reception has no way of checking if a guest 
actually recoded the lock. 

• Therefore the reception can have a wrong 
assumption about the current key in lock.

• The reception can issue a non-operating card for a 
room, based on this wrong assumption. 

• You can have the key of this room for some reason, 
yet the room is unsafe for you, unless the key you 
have is the key issued by the reception for you. 
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A short story of an unsafe room

1. You check in (for 1 night) and obtain a card (k1, 
k2) for room 1 (whose key in the lock is k1). You 
do not enter the room (maybe you are called away 
on urgent business) but you keep your card.

2. Next day (the hotel thinks you have left, and just 
forgot to check out!), Eve checks in (for 1 night) 
and obtains card (k2, k3) for room 1. Eve does not 
enter the room (yet).
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Why is the room unsafe?

3. Next day (again, the hotel thinks room 1 is vacant) 
you come back, check in and obtain a card (k3, k4). 
When you get to room 1, you open it with your old 
card, because your new card does not work. Here is 
your mistake: you are, indeed, the rightful owner, 
but you did not use the rightful key. The room is 
empty and you feel safe . . . 

• The correct behavior, when a card is not working, 
is: asking the reception to reset the lock and to 
produce a new card. 
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6. Proving the correctness of the 
Hotel Key Cards system

• 6.1 Goal and Proof Style.

• 6.2 Issued Keys Lemmas.

• 6.3   No Key Reusing Lemmas. No Unauthorized 
Recoding Lemma.

• 6.4   Safe Rooms Lemmas.

• 6.5   Main Theorem.
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6. 1. Goals and Proof style.
• Our goal is to prove that if the a room is safe (that 

is, the key card system is used following the 
protocol specified by the introduction rules in the 
file ``Hotel''), then only the guest owner of a 
room can enter in the room. 

• Proofs are by induction over the set of reachable 
states, and case splitting over the assumptions
(assumptions include items from the record 
‘‘states’’, which are often defined by case 
splitting). This requires the command:

declare split_if_asm[split]
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6.2 ‘‘Issued Keys’’ Lemmas 
• The first Lemma we are going to prove say that 

the reception issues: both old and new keys in all 
cards, all keys in any lock, and all keys assigned 
to any room. This means 4 Lemmas.

• Two Lemmas: ‘‘all new keys, all keys assigned 
to any room are issued by the reception’’ are 
‘‘immediate’’ by inductive reasoning and case 
reasoning over assumptions. 

• When a proof is immediate, we hope we complete 
it by automatic reasoning.
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‘‘Issued Keys’’ Lemmas 
• The proofs of the other two Lemmas (about keys 

in the lock and old keys) are not immediate, but 
they require the previous two Lemmas. 

• To overcome this problem, we add the ‘‘simpl’’
attribute to each proved Lemma. In this way, we 
hope that whenever a step in the proof of a 
Lemma is an ‘‘immediate’’ consequence of a 
previous Lemma we can perform it automatically.

• This is indeed the case: Isabelle proves the four 
Lemmas in the order described above.
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‘‘Issued Keys’’ Lemmas 
• LEMMA Issued 1. In every reachable state, the 

new key in each card has been issued by the 
reception (immediate).

lemma key2_issued[simp]: 
"s : reach ==> (k,k') : cards s g 
==> k' : issued s”

apply (induct set: reach)
apply (auto)
done
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‘‘Issued Keys’’ Lemmas 
• LEMMA Issued 2. In every reachable state, the 

the current key assigned to each room has been 
issued by the reception (immediate). 

lemma currk_issued[simp]: 

"s:reach ==> currk s r : issued s”

apply (induct set: reach)

apply (auto)

done
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‘‘Issued Keys’’ Lemmas 
• LEMMA Issued 3. In every reachable state, the 

old key in each card has been issued by the 
reception (by Lemma Issued 2). 

lemma key1_issued[simp]: 
"s : reach ==> (k,k') : cards s g 
==> k : issued s”

apply (induct set: reach) 
apply (auto)
done
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‘‘Issued Keys’’ Lemmas 
• LEMMA Issued 4. In every reachable state, the 

key in the lock of a room has been issued by the 
reception (by Lemma Issued 1). 

lemma roomk_issued[simp]: 

"s:reach ==> roomk s k : issued s”

apply (induct set: reach) 

apply (auto)

done
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6.3 No Key Reusing Lemma
• LEMMA No Key Reusing 1. In every reachable 

state, the key assigned to a room is unique: only 
equal rooms have assigned equal keys (by 
Lemma Issued 1).

lemma currk_inj [simp]:
"s : reach ==> ∀r r'. (currk s r = 
currk s r') = (r = r')"

apply (induct set: reach) 
apply (auto)
done
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No Key Reusing Lemma
• LEMMA No Key Reusing 2. Two different 

guests have disjoint sets of new keys in their 
cards. In this way, two different guests cannot 
enter normally (without recoding) in the same 
room (by Lemma Issued 2).

lemma guest_key2_disj2[simp]:  
"[| s:reach; (k1,k) ∈ cards s g1; 
(k2,k) ∈ cards s g2 |] ==> g1=g2”

apply (induct set: reach) 
apply (auto)
done
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No Unauthorized Recoding Lemma
• LEMMA No Unauthorized Recoding. In every 

reachable state, no card by no guest can have the 
key assigned to a room as old key. In this way, no 
guest can recode the rightful key for a given room 
(by Lemma Issued 3).

lemma key1_not_currk[simp]:
"s : reach ==> (currk s r,k') ∉
cards s g"

apply (induct set: reach) 
apply (auto)
done
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6.5 Some Lemmas about safe rooms
• LEMMA Safe 1. If a room is safe, then the key 

in the lock of this room is equal to the current key 
of the room (immediate).

lemma safe_no_enter_recode[simp]:

"[| s : reach; safe s r |] 
==>roomk s r = currk s r"

apply (induct set: reach) 

apply (auto)

done
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Some Lemmas about safe rooms
• LEMMA Safe 2. If a room is safe, and a guest 

has the key in the lock as new key, then the guest 
is the owner (by No Key Reusing 2).

Lemma safe_only_owner_enter_normal 
[simp]:

"[|s : reach; safe s r; (k,roomk s 
r) ∈ cards s g |] ==> owns s r = 
Some g"

apply (induct set: reach) 
apply (auto)
done
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6.6 Main Theorem
• MAIN THEOREM. If a room is safe, only its 

owner can be inside (by Lemma Safe 1, No Key 
Reusing 2, Lemma Safe 2 in this order).

theorem safe:

"[|s : reach; safe s r; g : isin s 
r |] ==> owns s r = Some g"

apply (induct set: reach) 

apply (auto)

done
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